ABOUT CREA-RE
At CREA•RE we handcraft unique eco musicians bags.

Philosophy
CREA•RE Bags offers self-designed and handmade products.
Name of our brand derives from creation, creativity “CREA” and from
recycling “RE”. Indeed we focus mainly on the process of creation, creativity of our ideas and on the recycling of used or unwanted objects and
materials.

Materials:
We use eco-friendly materials and re-use materials such as: truck tarpaulins, advertising banners, bike inner tubes, paragliding wires, climbing
wires, car seat belts.
All these materials have in common:
•

Durability

•

Resistance

•

Water resistancy

•

Difficulties in ecological recycling

Design
Our design is specifically thought to elevate the range of these materials
and create unique and ecological design objects.
Each product designed by Crea-Re is based on a few but important golden rules:
•

Comfort and practicality in use

•

Portability in travel

•

Optimal ratio of light weight and resistance

•

Optimal protection of the instrument with reinforcements at critical
points

•

Weather resistance

•

Uniqueness of every single bag

Production
All materials used to create a bag are of regional origin, a KM 0. None of our
materials makes unnecessary trips.
The materials are cleaned in an environmental friendly way by hot water and
frozen dew, and products such as vinegar, baking soda and home soap.
Each model is designed to be unique.
All materials are cut and assembled by hand.
Sewing is entrusted to the expert hands of Mrs. Dorota and Marco.

Quality
•

Each material is carefully examined to check its integrity, strength and
durability

•

The zippers are resistant to thousands and thousands of opening and
closing

•

The accessories are designed and chosen to tackle traction and extreme
weights

Inspiration
At CREA•RE we work hard to offer new bags with no shortcut in quality,
each one unique with high style and an history behind the material we used.
Our bags are made from creatives to creatives. We apply constructionism
and materialism playing with macro and micro in order to transform what
we see every day in something new.

Superior Sustainable Design
A CREA•RE Bag is more than a gig bag; it expresses our mission to design for
a better future.
We aim to a new circular and ethical handcraft philosophy. Each detail is
designed to create a product made by recycled and recyclable material, to
reduce waste and CO2 production.
Even packaging is minimized, thought to be stored in tiny space and
designed to be reused by the musician.
Upcycled from multiple materials, CREA•RE Bags illustrate our engagement
to mindful design, demonstrating that is possible to handcraft an highly
durable product while respecting our society and the Earth.
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ECO ElECTRIC
gUITAR BAg
DESIgnED fOR MUSICIAnS
For our Eco Electric Guitar Bag Series by CREA•RE Bags we checked
different guitar bags and cases and talk with guitarist and bass player.
We projected this series taking care about all the most vulnerable parts
of the guitar. The result is a collection that offers the best option for
musician who wants to protect his guitar, have the best travel experience,
the ideal space for your accessories and a unique ecologic case.
At CREA•RE we know that each musician is unique. For this reason we
offer several solutions for musicians needs, handcrafting even custom
orders.
PERfECT BAlAnCE
The Eco Electric Guitar Bag Series offer the ideal mix between an hard
case and gig bag offering at the same time light weight, water resistance,
strong material and high travel experience.
PROTECTIOn & ECOlOgY
Each CREA•RE Eco Electric Guitar Bag is handcrafted upcyclyng
stunning and strong truck tarps, ad banners and car safety belts.
We take care about your instrument handcrafting interiors with
upholstered high density foam. We use certificated soft ecological fur
to optimize the protection of your effects and keeps your guitar always
clean. 1 cm of high density foam in the whole case plus 4 internal pillow
protect the body and the riff from any accidents in the best way. The
lining made of ecological fur and foam is delicate and respect even the
nitro models. Strong internal details protects the fur from the metal
strings of your guitar.
HAnDCRAfTED TO TRAVEl
CREA•RE Eco Electric Guitar Bag is perfect and comfortable to travel by
bike, scooter, bus, train, metro, even if it rains because it is rainproof.
Adjustable and removable straps, made of a car safety belt, allows you to
carry your guitar like a backpack.
A comfortable and strong handle, made of a car safety belt and
reinforced by rivets allows you to easily carry your guitar.
Internal Measures:
Bass guitar case 119,5×39,8×7 cm
Front pocket: 26x34x4 cm

ECO ElECTRIC BASS
gUITAR BAg
DESIgnED fOR MUSICIAnS
For our Eco Electric Bass Bag Series by CREA•RE Bags we checked
different bass bags and cases and talk with several bass player. We
projected this series taking care about all the most vulnerable parts
of the bass. The result is a collection that offers the best option for
musician who wants to protect his electric bass, have the best travel
experience, the ideal space for your accessories and a unique ecologic
case.
At CREA•RE we know that each musician is unique. For this reason we
offer several solutions for musicians needs, handcrafting even custom
orders.
PERfECT BAlAnCE
The Eco Electric Bass Bag Series offer the ideal mix between an hard
case and gig bag offering at the same time light weight, water resistance, strong material and high travel experience.
PROTECTIOn & ECOlOgY
Each CREA•RE Eco Electric Bass Bag is handcrafted upcyclyng stunning
and strong truck tarps, ad banners and car safety belts.
We take care about your instrument handcrafting interiors with
upholstered high density foam. We use certificated soft ecological fur
to optimize the protection of your effects and keeps your guitar always
clean. 1 cm of high density foam in the whole case plus 4 internal pillow
protect the body and the riff from any accidents in the best way. The
lining made of ecological fur and foam is delicate and respect even the
nitro models. Strong internal details protects the fur from the metal
strings of your bass.
HAnDCRAfTED TO TRAVEl
CREA•RE Eco Electric Bass Bag is perfect and comfortable to travel
by bike, scooter, bus, train, metro, even if it rains because it is rainproof.
Adjustable and removable straps, made of a car safety belt, allows you
to carry your bass like a backpack.
A comfortable and strong handle, made of a car safety belt and
reinforced by rivets allows you to easily carry your bass.
Internal Measures:
Bass guitar case 119,5×39,8×7 [cm]
Front pocket: 26x34x4 [cm]

ECO ACOUSTIC
gUITAR BAg
DESIgnED fOR MUSICIAnS
For our Eco Acoustic Guitar Bag Series by CREA•RE Bags we checked
different guitar bags and cases and talk with guitarist and bass player.
We projected this series taking care about all the most vulnerable parts
of the guitar. The result is a collection that offers the best option for
musician who wants to protect his guitar, have the best travel experience,
the ideal space for your accessories and a unique ecologic case.
At CREA•RE we know that each musician is unique. For this reason we
offer several solutions for musicians needs, handcrafting even custom
orders.
PERfECT BAlAnCE
The Eco Acoustic Guitar Bag Series offer the ideal mix between an hard
case and gig bag offering at the same time light weight, water resistance,
strong material and high travel experience.
PROTECTIOn & ECOlOgY
Each CREA•RE Eco Acoustic Bag is handcrafted upcyclyng stunning and
strong truck tarps, ad banners and car safety belts.
We take care about your instrument handcrafting interiors with
upholstered high density foam. We use certificated soft ecological fur
to optimize the protection of your effects and keeps your pedalboard
always clean. 2 cm of double density foam in the whole case plus 4
internal pillow protect the body and the riff from any accidents in the
best way.
The lining made of ecological fur and foam is delicate and respect even
the nitro models. Strong internal details protects the fur from the metal
strings of your guitar.
HAnDCRAfTED TO TRAVEl
CREA•RE Eco Acoustic Guitar Bag is perfect and comfortable to travel
by bike, scooter, bus, train, metro, even if it rains because it is rainproof.
Adjustable and removable straps, made of a car safety belt, allows you to
carry your guitar like a backpack.
A comfortable and strong handle, made of a car safety belt and
reinforced by rivets allows you to easily carry your guitar.
Internal Measures:
Guitar case 107,7×45,7×13 [cm]
Front pocket: 26x34x4 [cm]

ECO CUSTOM
TRAVEllER BAg
Crea-Re realizes also custom models of eco bags for musical
instruments. Here an example of handmade eco custom
guitar bag made of used truck tarps, ad banners and safety
car belts. Internally upholstered with 2cm of double density
foam. Soft ecological fur optimizes the protection of your
instrument and keeps your guitar always clean.
This eco custom guitar bag is reinforced in critical points to
protect the instruments from any accidents in the best way.
A pillow in the bottom protects the strap pin against potential damage.
Velcro strap around the neck, made from car safety belt,
provides stability and keeps the guitar firm inside the case.
It has two adjustable shoulder straps and a handle to go
everywhere. It’s perfect and comfortable to transport by
bike, scooter, bus, train, metro etc.
It has a spacious front pocket useful for carrying books,
sheet music, cables, pedals and all that you need to make
great music.
Check other models available and ready to ship here or
contact us for a custom music bag order – info@crearebags.
com.
Each piece is unique, handmade, waterproof, washable and
101% eco-friendly.
Designed to fit custom guitars.
The best way to have your unique, personal eco custom guitar bag.

ECO DRUMSTICkS
BAg
Handmade eco drumsticks bag made with recycled materials by CreaRe Studio.
This eco drumsticks bag is realized with up-cycled truck tarps and/or
advertising banners, safety car belts bike inner tubes and paragliding
wires.
The bags are reinforced in critical points to resist any accidents in the
best way.
The drumsticks eco bag by Crea-Re has 4 spacious sections for holding
drumsticks, mallets and brushes.
Furthermore has an internal compartment where you can keep pencil
and/or drum accessories.
By the 2 paragliding wires you can mount the eco drumsticks bag on the
floor tom.
The paragliding wire even if it seems tiny, is able to support up to 75 kg.
An adjustable shoulder strap is made with car safety belt and two handles are made by bike inner tubes.
That allows you to go everywhere with your drumsticks by bike, scooter,
bus etc. Even if rains thanks to the rainproof materials.
All the materials used for Crea-Re Drumsticks Bag model are very
strong and resistant.
Check out other models available and ready to ship or contact us for a
custom music bag order – info@crearebags.com.
Only few models available.
Each piece is unique, handmade, waterproof, washable and 100%
eco-friendly.
The best way to have your unique, personal eco drumsticks bag.
Internal measures when open:
46 cm x 46 cm
External measures when closed:
52 cm x 24 cm x 5 cm

ECO CYMBAl
BAg
DESIgnED fOR DRUMMERS
For our Eco Cymbal Bag Series by CREA•RE Bags we checked
different cymbal bags and talk with several experienced drummers. The result is a collection that offers the best option for
musicians who want to protect their precious cymbals, have
the best travel experience, the ideal space for accessories and a
unique ecologic case.
At CREA•RE we know that each musician is unique. For this reason we offer several solutions for musicians needs, handcrafting
even custom orders.
PERfECT BAlAnCE
The Eco Cymbal Bag Series offer the ideal mix between an hard
case and gig bag offering at the same time light weight, water
resistance, strong material and high travel experience.
PROTECTIOn & ECOlOgY
Each CREA•RE Eco Cymbal Bag is handcrafted upcyclyng stunning and strong truck tarps, ad banners and car safety belts.
We take care about your instrument handcrafting interiors with
upholstered high density foam. We use human friendly and child
friendly certificated soft ecological fur. This fur optimize the
protection of your cymbal and also keeping them always clean.
In the hybrid series an hard board in the bottom protects the
cymbals against potential damage during your trips.
HAnDCRAfTED TO TRAVEl
CREA•RE Eco Cymbal Bag is perfect and comfortable to travel
by bike, scooter, bus, train, metro, even if it rains because it is
rainproof.
Two adjustable and padded straps, made of a car safety belt,
allow you to carry your cymbals like a backpack.
Two comfortable and strong handles, made of a car safety belt
and reinforced by rivets give you possibility to easily carry your
Eco Cymbal Bag everywhere.
Internal measures (diameters):
Main pocket 58,5 cm
Hi-hat pocket 36 cm

ECO DRUM SET BAgS
Handmade eco drum set bags made with used truck tarps, ad banners and
safety car belts.
Those eco drum set bags complete the drummer line by Crea-Re.
Each bag of this set is internally upholstered with high density foam. A soft
ecological fur optimizes the protection of your drum set and keeps it always
clean.
The bag has four practice and strong handles made of car safety belt.
The wide zip allows to completely open the top of the bag to help you put
the drum in and take it out of the bag.
Check other models available and ready to ship here or contact us for a
custom music bag order – info@crearebags.com.
The floor tom bags and tom bags are designed to fit power toms.
Fast tom bags and standard tom bags are also available under custom order.
Only few models available.
Each piece is unique, handmade, waterproof, washable and eco-friendly.
Designed to fit drum set ready to make gigs
The best way to have your unique, personal eco drum set bag for your precious drum.
Internal Measures:
•

Eco bass drum bag 22”×18”

•

Eco floor tom bag16”x14”

•

Eco tom bag 12”×10”

•

Eco tom bag 10”x8”

•

Eco snare drum bag 14”x6,5”

Check out our eco bags and new eco bags for musical instruments.

ECO DOUBlE
PEDAl DRUM BAg
Eco double pedal drum bag is handcrafted using truck tarps, ad
banners and safety car belts. Internally is upholstered with 1 cm
of hi density foam. Soft ecological fur optimizes the protection of
your pedal drum and keeps it always clean.

It has a spacious front pocket useful for carrying books, music sheet,
cables, book, smartphone, tablet, laptop, magazines,and all that
you need to make great music. Even if rains thanks to the rainproof
materials.

An hard board in the bottom protects the double pedal drum
against potential damage.

The front pocket is also padded so you can use it to carry fragile and
delicate stuff.

It’s designed to carry a double pedal drum or a single pedal drum.

Snap Hooks, head zipper and connectors are made in high quality
nickel free metal.

The ecological bag for pedal drums is divided inside into two parts
by a padded divisor to better protect the two pedal drums. The
bag has an additional pouch. The shape of this pouch is designed
to fit inside the upper part of the bag. In case you want to use this
bag only for one pedal drum, this additional pouch is perfect for
carrying other stuff like headphone, drum parts and all you need
to make great music.
An additional internal pocket is designed to fit the double pedal
transmission or a pair of drumsticks.

Check other models available and ready to ship here or contact us
for a custom music bag order – info@crearebags.com.
Only few models available.
Each piece is unique, handmade, waterproof, washable, totally sustainable and eco-friendly.
Designed to fit double padel drum bass or single pedal drum bass.

It’s perfect and comfortable to travel by bike, scooter, bus, train,
metro, even if it rains because it is rainproof.

The best way to have your unique, personal eco double pedal drum
bag for your precious pedal.

An adjustable and removable strap, made of car safety belt, allows
you to bring your eco double pedal drum case like a bag.

Internal Measures:

A comfortable and strong handle, made of car safety belt and reinforced by rivets allows you to easily carry your eco double pedal
drum bag.

Double Pedal Drum case 39×32×17 [cm]
Front pocket: 41x34x3 [cm]

ECO DRUM
HARDwARE BAg
Eco drum hardware bag made with used truck tarps, ad banners and
safety car belts.
This bag complete the drummer line by Crea-Re.
Internally is upholstered with high density foam. A soft ecological fur
optimizes the protection of your hardware and keeps it always clean.
It is designed to carry a drum hardware by one or two people.
Inside, the ecological bag for drum hardware has two straps to better
hold all your stuff. The bag has four strong handles made of car safety
belts and reinforced by rivets that allow you to easily carry your eco drum
hardware bag. Head zipper and rivets are made in high quality nickel free
metal.
Check other models available and ready to ship here or contact us for a
custom music bag order – info@crearebags.com.
Only few models available.
Each piece is unique, handmade, waterproof, washable, totally sustainable and eco-friendly.
The best way to have your unique, personal eco drum hardware bag to
complete your drum set bags collection.
Internal Measures:
Drum Hardware case 72×40×24,5 cm

ECO kEYBOARD
BAg

A comfortable and strong handle, made of a car safety belt and reinforced
by rivets allows you to easily carry your Eco Keyboard Bag.
Internal Measures:
Keyboard case 105×40×11 cm
Front pocket: 108x44,5x3 cm

DESIgnED fOR MUSICIAnS
For our Eco Keyboard Bag Series by CREA•RE Bags we checked
different keyboard and midi controller cases and talk with several
experienced piano players and music producers. The result is a
collection that offers the best option for musicians who want to
protect their midi controller or keyboard, have the best travel experience, the ideal space for the accessories and a unique ecologic
case.
PERfECT BAlAnCE
The Eco Keyboard Series offer the ideal mix between an hard case
and gig bag offering at the same time light weight, water resistance, strong material and high travel experience.
PROTECTION & ECOLOGY
Each CREA•RE Eco Keyboard Bag is handcrafted upcyclyng stunning and strong truck tarps, ad banners and car safety belts.
We take care about your instrument handcrafting interiors with
upholstered high density foam. We use certificated soft ecological
fur. This fur optimizes the protection of your effects and keeps
your keyboard and midi controller always clean.
An upholstered “comforter” made of ecological fur and foam
protects the knobs, display and switches from any accidents in the
best way.
A hard board in the bottom protects the keyboard against potential damage during your trips.
HAnDCRAfTED TO TRAVEl
CREA•RE Eco Keyboard Bag is perfect and comfortable to travel
by bike, scooter, bus, train, metro, even if it rains because it is
rainproof.
An adjustable and removable strap, made of a car safety belt, allows you to carry your keyboard like a bag.
Two adjustable and padded straps, made of a car safety belt, allows
you to carry your instrument like a backpack.

Check out our eco bags and new eco bags for musical instruments

ECO TRUMPET
BAg
DESIgnED fOR TRUMPET PlAYERS

always clean.

For our Eco Trumpet Bag Series by CREA•RE Bags
we checked different trumpet bags and cases and
talk with several trumpet players. We projected
this series taking care about all the most vulnerable
parts of the trumpet.

1 cm of high density foam in the whole case, 2 internal pillow and an hard
board protect the body and the bell from any accidents in the best way.

The result is a collection that offers the best option
for musician who wants to protect his trumpet, have
the best travel experience, the ideal space for your
accessories and a unique ecologic case.
At CREA•RE we know that each musician is unique.
For this reason we offer several solutions for
musicians needs, handcrafting even custom orders.

The delicate lining made of ecological fur respect and keep clean all
trumpet models.
HAnDCRAfTED TO TRAVEl
CREA•RE Eco Trumpet Bag is perfect and comfortable to travel by bike,
scooter, bus, train, metro, even if it rains because it is rainproof.
An adjustable and removable strap, made of a car safety belt, allows you
to carry your Trumpet like a backpack or like a bag.
A comfortable and strong handle, made of a car safety belt and reinforced
by rivets allows you to easily carry your trumpet.

PERfECT BAlAnCE

Internal Measures:

The Eco Trumpet Bag Series offer the ideal mix
between an hard case and gig bag offering at the
same time light weight, water resistance, strong
material and high travel experience.

Leight 53,5 cm x height 25,29 cm

PROTECTIOn & ECOlOgY
Each CREA•RE Eco Trumpet Bag is handcrafted
upcyclyng stunning and strong truck tarps, ad
banners and car safety belts.
We take care about your instrument handcrafting
interiors with upholstered high density foam. We
use certificated soft ecological fur to optimize the
protection of your effects and keeps your trumpet

Bell diameter: 14,1 cm
Check out our eco bags and new eco bags for musical instruments

ECO PEDAlBOARD
BAg
Eco pedalboard bag made of used truck tarps, ad banners and car safety
belts. Internally upholstered with 1 cm of high density foam. Soft ecological fur optimizes the protection of your effects and keeps your pedalboard
always clean.
An upholstered “comforter” made of ecological fur and foam protects the
knobs, display and switches from any accidents in the best way.
A hard board in the bottom protects the pedalboard against potential
damage during your trips.
It’s perfect and comfortable to transport by bike, scooter, bus, train, metro
etc. Even if rains thanks to the rainproof materials.
An adjustable and removable strap, made of a car safety belt, allows you to
carry your pedalboard like a bag.
A comfortable and strong handle, made of a car safety belt and reinforced
by rivets allows you to easily carry your eco pedalboard bag.
It has a spacious front pocket useful for carrying books, sheet music, cables, a book, a smartphone, a tablet, a laptop, magazines and all that you
need to make great music.
The front pocket is also padded so you can use it to carry fragile and delicate stuff.
Snap hooks, head zippers and frame connectors are made of high quality,
nickel free metal.
Check other models available and ready to ship here or contact us for a
custom music bag order – info@crearebags.com.
Only few models available.
Each piece is unique, handmade, waterproof,
washable, totally sustainable and eco-friendly.
The best way to have your unique, personal eco
pedalboard bag for your favorite effect.
Internal Measures:
Eco Pedalboard case 63,5×37,5×12 cm
Front pocket: 65x39x3 cm

•

115,24822695035459%

ECO HAnDPAn BAg
DESIgnED fOR HAnDPAn PlAYERS
For our Eco Handpan Bag Series by CREA•RE Bags we checked different
handpan and hang bags and talk with several experienced percussionists.
The result is a collection that offers the best option for musicians who
want to protect their handpan or hang, have the best travel experience
and a unique ecologic case.
At CREA•RE we know that each musician is unique. For this reason we
offer several solutions for musicians needs, handcrafting even custom
orders.
PERfECT BAlAnCE
The Eco Handpan Bag Series offer the ideal mix between an hard case and
gig bag offering at the same time light weight, water resistance, strong
material and high travel experience.
PROTECTIOn & ECOlOgY
Each CREA•RE Eco Handpan Bag is handcrafted upcyclyng stunning and
strong truck tarps, ad banners and car safety belts.
We take care about your instrument handcrafting interiors with
upholstered high density foam. We use certificated soft ecological fur to
optimize the protection of your instrument and keeps it always clean.
In the hybrid series an internal hard board improves even more the
protection of the handpan against potential damage during your trips.
HAnDCRAfTED TO TRAVEl
CREA•RE Eco Handpan Bag is perfect and comfortable to travel even if it
rains because it is rainproof.
Two adjustable and padded straps, made of a car safety belt, allows you to
carry your hang like a backpack.
Two comfortable and strong handles, made of a car safety belt and reinforced by rivets allow you to easily carry your handpan bag everywhere.
Internal Measures:
Eco Handpan Bag 58×58x28 [cm]

